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IN the UK, the ugly debate on asylum seekers rumbles on. Ugly, because of the
way in which the two major political parties compete to outdo each other in

appearing tough by erecting and maintaining barriers to discourage people from
seeking a safe haven here. Ugly too, because the evidence points to us accepting
fewer asylum seekers in the UK per head of population than many other European
states. While there are legitimate disagreements about the best way to help
immigrants integrate into local communities, it is easy for the politicians and tabloid
press to cross the narrow dividing line between supporting careful policies and
something that looks very much like frank racism. To anyone who has worked in the
NHS in the last few years the racist element is particularly uncomfortable: it is no
exaggeration that the NHS would not have survived without the large numbers of
workers from ethnic minorities working at all levels. Indeed, there is a particular
concern in some areas of the country where Asian-trained GPs who migrated here
over a short period of time, and who have provided the bulk of primary care for thirty
years, are due to retire soon and are expected to leave a gaping hole in service
provision. Not that staffing crises are new, as the essay on page 584 points out. Nor
is the effect limited to the NHS: we all know that immigration was encouraged in the
1950s, when foreign workers were virtually required to do the low-paid jobs that the
native population was unwilling to take. This is well recognised in the USA, where
immigration is considered to be one of the drivers of the economy: see, for instance,
John Frey’s book review on page 587, which has one passing reference to
immigrant workers. Even if our politicians cannot recognise the economic
arguments, few are willing to celebrate the wonderful way in which our culture has
been enriched in the past fifty years. One small example: on the morning that I am
writing this, Meera Syal has talked on the radio of having to rewrite ‘Bombay
Dreams’ for an American audience where the word ‘chappati’ is not in general use.

While we worry about having enough doctors to do the jobs, it just happens that
there is a cohort of qualified health professionals claiming asylum here. A
conference held last month in London brought our attention to this pool and
discussed ways in which they can be helped to work within the NHS (page 578).
Plus ça change: on 588 you can read an account of a similar experience from the
1930s, of a qualified doctor’s struggle and good fortune to be able to come to the
UK, where he continues to enrich our cultural life. It is only in retrospect that the UK
has ever been particularly welcoming to immigrants.

The other side of this coin is contact with patients with ethnic minorities, and the
familiar problem of communication that they present. The editorial on page 514
summarises recent literature. It should also make us think harder about language
and its use: look at the different elements that comprise language fluency. On page
541 a study from Switzerland reports a successful intervention to improve communi-
cation between professionals and non-French speakers. It’s encouraging to find that
such problems are not confined to linguistically challenged Britain; also, it is
interesting that the improvements were noticed by the patients and not by the
professions. Are we always so indifferent to the quality of our communications with
patients? Then there is the other very familiar experience of having young family
members interpret for their seniors. I have always felt uncomfortable with the
inversion of power that such consultations entail. The study on page 530 draws
attention to the difficulties experienced by the interpreters: it takes up time, the
encounters are often emotionally charged, and sometimes the interpreters learn
things they would sooner not know.

Perhaps I should consider myself lucky to work in the NHS, where there is the
opportunity to treat colleagues and patients from ethnic minorities with respect and
dignity (and yes, I am well aware that this is not always the case, now and in the
past). But as one whose ancestors came here some generations ago, presumably
as asylum seekers, I find this particular debate deeply shaming.
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